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Abstract
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A numerical model, EIGOL, has been developed to calculate the loss rate of neutral beam ions (-J ST \
from NSTX and the resultant power density on the plasma facing components. This model
follows the fill gyro-orbit of the beam ions, which can be a significant fraction of the minor
radius. It also includes the three-dimensional structure of the plasma facing components inside

NSTX. Beam ion losses from two plasma conditions have been compared: fl=23%, qO=0.8,

and ~=40’Zo,qO=2.6.Global losses are computed to be 4% and 19%, respectively, and the
power density on the rf antenna is near the maximum tolerable levels in the latter case.

Introduction

Spherical tokamaks have a number of favorable properties that scale well to a reactor-sized
device, including high beta. the National Spherical Torus Experiment NSTX is a new spherical
tokarnak at PPPL which is intended to explore the properties of these plasmas at an
intermediate scale. First plasma was obtained in February 1999, and the initial experimental
campaign will begin in the summer of 1999. The plasma will be heated with up to 6 MW of
high harmonic fast waves (HHFW) in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies and eventually
with up to 5 MW of neutral beam injection (NBI). Although NBI will not commence until the
2000 campaign, we have started to model the orbits of fast ions arising from NBI in order to
learn about rates of loss that may arise under various experimental conditions.

Beam ion loss rates are of interest and concern for a number of reasons. From the
engineering point of view, knowing the power density expected on various in-vessel
components allows them to be designed to withstand that heat flux. Loss rates also affect \
plasma efficiency. Loss distribution information is usefid in planning the location of
diagnostics to measure the loss rate. Modelling also provides a basis for interpreting observed
wall heating patterns and fast ion losses as it indicates whether they can arise from prompt orbit
losses or whether some other mechanism must be invoked to explain them. At present, the
primary goal of this effort is to compute the expected prompt loss power density on the HHFW
antenna and passive stabilizer plates which are close to the plasma near the midplane and
therefore, given the shape of orbits in the machine, can receive a significant heat load.

Model Description

The modeling for NSTX has been done with a newly developed code, EIGOL (Energetic
Ion Global Orbit Loss). Beam ion losses in some NSTX cases (next section) have already
been computed with the LOCUST code[l]. The purpose of the latter code is to model the fast
ion velocity distribution in the plasma and as it would be observed by a neutral particle
analyzer. Thus, it incorporates orbit-following along with collisional pitch angle scattering and
slowing down, and atomic cross-sections for ionization and charge exchange. Because
LOCUST can follow a population of fast ion orbits, it readily can compute the fast ion loss to
the wall. However, EIGOL has been developed to provide a less sophisticated but potentially
faster evaluation of which discharges may result in excessive wall heating by focusing on the
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The set of flashlamps provides a critically-damped load
for the PCS module.
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Figure 2. Simplified Circuit showing a PCS Module and
PILC driving flashlamp loads, for the 20-capacitor PCS.

II. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Performance requirements for the PCS module and the

PILC pulsers are derived from performance requirements
for the Main Amplifer and Power Amplifier modules
given in Table 1. These requirements flow down into the
PCS module pulsed power requirements given in Table 2.

Table 1. “Amplifier performance requirements that drhe the

PCS and PILC requ~ements -
Average Gain Coefficient 25.O%lcm ats 24 kV
(AGC) charge
Shot-to-shot variabili~ <*lo/o in peak current

(into reproducible load)

Cable-to-cable variability s + 30Ain peak current
(into reproducible load)

Table 2. “PCSrnodulerhdsed powerrequirements

I Module neak Dower to”lam~s& -I 2300 MW !. . .
-. -Powerpulsewidtl@O%~dints)--- -- —s-390 “jls-

Peak-current (total) - >490 M

Peak current uer larnD Dair >24.5 ~. . .
Ener=g per lamp pair >70k.J

Shot-to-shot peak current variability S* 1’?/0
Cable-to-cable neak current variability <+ 30/0. I

Pulse-to-pulse &unit-to-unit jitter <1 us

III. PREDICTED PERFORMANCE
Performance of the PCS modules in concert with the

flashlamp assemblies has been predicted by a
combination of computer modeling and prototype tests.
The models were baselin’ed against pre-prototype systems
and predictions were compared to the performance of the
FANTM system operating with a flashhwnp load. The
only significant departure of measured FANTM
performance from the model is in the dynamic ”resistance
profile of the flashlamps.

A, Flashlamp Resistance ‘- -
Measuredflashlamp resistance shows a significant

hysteresis that has not been included in the load resistance
model. This hysteresis reduces the peak current and

prolongs the time to peak current. However, it does not
significantly alter the enera~ delivered to the lamps.
From a circuit performance standpoint, it behaves very
much like an addhional series inductance of 12 pH per
lamp set.

A comparison between the predictions of a detailed

PSpice model and measurements on the FAl!TM facili~

are shown in Figures 4 through 6 and Table 3. In this
circuit model, 12 pH has been added to the physical
inductance of each channel, to simulate the hysteresis of
the lamps. When the system is used to drive a simple
resistive load, a very good match is achieved without the
added inductance.
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Figure 4. Modeled and measured power pulses
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Fi@re 5. Modeled and measured voltage pulses
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Figure 6. Modeled and measured flashkirnp resistance

Measured flashlamp resistance departs significantly
fi-om the Spice model late in time. The resistance of a
series pair of lamps is modeled as

R= 78.7 I’n
This accurately predicts the minimum resistance value

and the general profile, until the current begins to fall
after-the main pulse. The. actual lamp resistance remains
low for a considerable time, as the temperature and
ionization of the gas in the lamp are still quite high.
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B, Ampl@er Gain
The key performance parameter in the system is, of

course, amplifier gain. Amplifier gain is being predicted
through the use of a computer code developed by LLNL.
The code uses the flashlamp power pulse to predict the
“Average Gain Coeftlcient” or AGC. The AGC predicts
the gain coefficient averaged over the set of flashkunps
and the laser glass of the amplifier sebaent driven by a
single pcs module, and includes such laser effects x

Amplified Spontaneous Emission, which reduces gain
when the power vulse is prolonged. . - . I . .---> . . . .,.. ,... . . ..~. .-..-

. . ,. ‘——

Since the measured power pulse at FAN-TM matches
well with the PSpice model results (after the added
inductance to model the hysteresis), it should be no
surprise that the AGC inferred from FANTM tests
matches well with the predicted results, as shown in Table
3.

Table3, Modeledandmeasuredperformance
Model I FANTM

Module peak power 299 MW 300 MW
Power pulse (10% points) 392 PS 390 ps

Peak current per lamp pair 24.4 kA 24.6 kA
Ener=~ per Lamp Pair 74.6 73 kJ
Average Gain Coeftlcient 5.05 OAfcm 5.02 %Icm

..

C, Reproducibility and Reliability
Shot-to-shot reproducibili~ of the peak cument is well

within the * 1°Arequirement as shown in Figure 7. The
early “drop outs” and the shift near shot 500 were
produced by modifications of the PILC circuit, From shot
500 through shot 1200, all parameters were held constant,
resulting in very good reproducibility.

Peak Win Pulse Current Cable20

I 25’”0~ I

I 23,500 “ I
I 23,W0~

o 500 1030 1500 I
Figure 7. Pulse current reproducibility meets
specifications.

Measured cable-to-cable reproducibili~ was * 3.1%,
slightly poorer than the specified * 3°/0. However, more
than half the variability was due to variabili~ in the lamp
resistance profiles. An example of the resistance profile
variability is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Variations in the resistance profiles for three
lamp pairs.

IV. SENSITMTY TO DESIGN
PARAMETERS

A. PCS Module Energy and Series Resistance
Intheparameter range of interest, system gain is nearly

linearly proportional to energy delivered to the
flashlamps, and is weakly dependent on peak power, with “
gain being slowly reduced as pulses get longer.
Flashlamp energy is, of course, dependent on the energy
stored in the PCS module and that lost in series resistance.

Figure 9 shows AGC inferred from power pulse
measurements on FANTM for the worst-case module
resistance (long cables), with 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24
capacitors at a range of voltages. Nearly all modules will
have shorter cables than used in this case, and thus will
achieve higher gain.
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Figure 9. Gajn Scaljng with PCS b~ vo]tage, for a
range of voltages and number of capacitors.

B. PILC Timing and Ener~
The PILC energy was held constant while the delay

between the pre-ionization pulse and the main trigger was
swept tlom 100 ps to 600 ps. The sweep was repeated at
two different pre-ionization energies: 25 kV DC charge,
giving =533 J/lamp; and 28.5 kV DC charge, giving =648
J/lamp. The optimum delay is 300 ps -400 ps. Note that
with more pre-ionization eneragdpower that the
fluorescence remains closer to its peak value for a greater
range of delays.
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Figure 10. Fluorescence vs PILC delay for two PILC
charge voltages.

In a separate test, the pre-ionization pulse to main
trigger timing was held constant while the DC charge
voltage on the PILC bank was swept from 20.2 kV to 30
kV. This is a range of 390 to 700 Joules per lamp. The
sweep was repeated at two different pre-ionization to
main trigger delays; 300 ps and 400 ps. Fluorescence
increases rapidly with PILC enere@power up to a charge

voltage of 25 kV,at whichpointthereis verylittle
improvement in performance. This equates to a minimum
acceptable PILC bank energy of about 550 J. The
preferred operating point would appear to be about 28.5
kV or about 650 J. This would provide some margin for
varia .ons in pre-ionization energies.
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Figure 11. Fluorescence vs PILC charge voltage

“Iv. STJ-MMARY

MeasurementsmadeduringtestsoftheFANTMmodule
have confined the basic predictions of the NIF
performance models, and have allowed a fhrther
refinement of the models, particularly in the area of the
hysteresis of the flashlamp resistance profile. Based on
the modeling and FANTM tests, we are confident that the
planned Power Conditioning System will meet its
requirements, and will thus assure that the NIF large-
aperture amplifier will meet all requirements.
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